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Admissions ·dean concludes
Xavier lacks. real .diversity
.

.

.

.

.

said X. U. does not only recruit in of X.U.'s enrollment is from Ohio.
Have you ever wondered what at- Catholic schools - both Catholic .Admissions would .like to expand
tracts stu.dents to X. U.? Other .than and public schools are visited. Being recruiting ~o different parts of the
.the fact that Xavier is an academic Catholic is not a requirement to at- country to increase the chances of
institution, the reasons·it attracts a tend X.U., but since many of the more diversity in the student body.
certain type of individual is a ques- students are· from Catholic
lion that is in the minds of many. backgrounds, a Jesuit college could
"foreign enrollment is increasing
Does X. U. lack diversity in its stu- have been one of their requirements.· rapidly because of the new wealth of
dent body?·
many countries," said Durand. The
Rene Durand, dean of admissions
Xavier's total enrollment, in- foreign student advisor is the Rev.
and student aid, explained that any eluding graduate school, the College Peter J. Buschmann, S.J., Dean for
university, especially one of Xaiver's of Continuing Education, and the College Counseling. His job is to adsize, would tend to have a relatively· day school is approximately 6,400 · vise and counsel ·foreign students
homogeneous student body. "The students. Broken down into groups, and to make their stay at Xavier ·
styleandpersonalityofX.U.attracts the total enrollment is :Graduate more comfortable. A foreign
a certain student who would enjoy · school (part time) 3,000, Graduate language program to teach English
such an atmosphere," he said. Many school (full time) 300-400, College of · to these students was developed by
of the ·students enrolled· at Xavier Continuing Education 950-1,000, Dr. Thomas R. Coates, le~turer in
were· introduced to the school and day school 1,900, All' these Modern Languages. As a result of
through friends and relatives who groups combine to form what would better services for the foreign
'.;
4
are alumni, according to Durand. have to· be a diversified campus. students, their enrollment is inSleff photo br Bob B9111Ch
These alumni generate influence and Among the day school students 50 creasing and the lack of diversity at Rene Durand, Xavier's dean of adml11lons and student aid, checks the latest
excitement a bout the school and percent commute, 40 percent live in Xavier is decreasing.
enrollment figures ..
.therefore suggest to reiatives ready dorms, and IO percent live on camDurand also said many people· ·prices" in Ohio. The other was lack of diversity make Xavier stag~
to enter college that X.U. would be pus.
.
,
have a misconception about the cost Miami University, which is a state nant in any way? "No, because here
the place for them. Most people
The breakdown of X. U;'students of Xavier, and this is what causes school.
at X.U. the. type of people who atattending the university chose in the day S<;hool and college of con- some of the lack of diversity.
What than is the reason for the tend may be basically the same, but
Xavier for its size and atmoshpere. tinuing education is 2.5 percent However, the figures on financial aid lack of diversity among Xavier each individual contributes a little
"The incoming students choose to foreign students, 9.8 percent black from last year show that X.U.
Students? As Durand stated, "like something extra· to create· an atattend Xavier for basically the same students, and 87. 7 percent wh.ite awarded through . grants, attracts like," and the Xavier student mosphere that permits change and
reasons their relatives did; tike·at- - no.n-hispani.c stude_n.ts.~· ·"-A'.'': ,.'.......,,.:,.scholanh.ip.s,:,_,.an!f:,..:.W.OJK~.§Jµ4.Y."''' !;!h.Q~~~Jg.~~~~!1~...?'JJ. becaµse of , promotes growth," c.ommented
tracts like could be one of· the
"Two of the goals ·of out~of-fown ., - pro-grams· approximately two the atmosphere it create·~. Does this .. ~Durand:·:·~· . · · --·· . .
..
·
reasons for the lack of real diversity recruiting is to fill the dorms so thay million dollar's to roughly 7~ per cen.t
··.·1~e·"
on campus," he added.
can pay for themselves, and through of the total student body. In the:: Oc.
. ·
. .. ·
.
.
.
. I asked Durand if more Catholic different' geographical areas, in~ tober:l976 issue of Changing Times
•
•
· .·
.
students were enrolled at · Xavier crease diversity on the campus;" said magazine, Xavier was chosen as one
because it is a Jesuit ,institution: ·He Durand. For example, the majority of the two '.'good coll_iges at bargain
By MARA LOOBY
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The Kresge Foundation has approved a grant of $100,000 toward
the completion of Phase 11 construetion ·of Xavier's Paul L. O'Connor
Sports Center. The announcement
was made by William H .. Baldwin,
president of the Kresge Foundation.
The new sports center provides
complete new intramural facilities
for the entire student body including
racquetball, handball, gymnastics,
. swimming;· physical conditioning
and volleyball. In addition it has important new facilities for women's ,
intercollegiate sports, including
basketball and volleyball. ·
Plans call for the · use of
classrooms, swimming pool and
other activity areas for instruction of
students, teachers and others. in
health, physical education and water
safety. While tµture teachers are one
of t)1e groups which will benefit from
this instructio.n. they are not the only
ones. Under the supervision of the
Cincinmti Recreation Commission,
summer programs will be offered for
spastic children, victims of cerebral
Stell photo by Bob Benach
palsy· and o.ther handicapped
Xavier's campus.looks deserted, but In a week, this mall wlll be fllled with unapathetlc students wearing buttons, hats, children. Xavier's . Department of
and fifties clothes - a symphony In blue and white for pro-Xavier week.
Physical Education will provide

P.·

rogram· for .·p· ro-. Xa. vie.r wee.·k
By

B~RB

BARRETT ·

N1w1 Cop11 Edllor

. -"Wake up Xavier! Spirit week is
almost here," according to Senators
Royce · Anderson and Annie
Beutner. When asked why Xavier is
having a spirit week Beutner
responded,."The main reason is for
the promotion of Xavier. We're trying
to ·get a lot of publicity and trying to
arouse the apathetic Student Body."
. Spirit week, October 31 · to
November 4, will open with a parade
on t.he mall on Monday at 12:45 p.m.
"The theme of the parade will be unity and .aJI groups and organizations

are encouraged to participate," said
Beutner. "Groups participating in
the parade should dress alike in some
way," advised Anderson. Following
the parade, there will be a Student
Government Senate meeting .on the
mall and students are welcome to
observe the meeting.
Tuesday is. 'Hat Day.' "We're encouraging students to wear their
favorite hats to class, to lunch, and
even to the bathroom," said Beutner.
At ·2:00 p.m., on. Tuesday, hats will
be judged for originality. Check the
kiosk for the place and details of the
judging. ·
Wednesday is· 'Fifties Day' arid

Beutner and Anderson are. inviting
students to come and drink at the
Musketeer Inn. Entrance fee is 50¢,
but those dressed in fifties style will
get ·a free beer. All beers are 25¢
Wednesday night.
Thursday is 'Button Day' and Friday is 'Blue and White Day.' You
probably guessed it ~ students are
to wear buttons on Thursday and
blue and white clothes on Friday.
. Throughout the week T-shirts
with 'Xavier University small, but
sincere' printed on them will be on ·
sale for $3.25. Bumper stickers with
the same slogan
be on sale for
. 2S¢ during Spirit week.
·

will

~~~~i~~~er~~~ut~e~~~ll;cr:e~~~;e~

children. Special summer programs
will be designed for children of the
surrounding Avondale and
Evanston neighborhoods.
The O'Connor Sports Centercon. tains the first swimming pool

available on the Xavier campus and
the first athletic facilities designed to
accommodate women's athletics.
"This grant makes possible the
completion of long needed 'sports
facili~ies which will benefit both
students and the community-atlarge. We are extremely grateful to
the Kresge Foundation for its
partnership in improving Xavier's
service to the community," said Rev .
Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., president
of the University.
The total cost. of construction of
the O'Connor Sports Center is $2,200,000.
During the past 54 years, the
Kresge Foundation has rriade appropriations of' more than $283
million to institutions in the fields of
higher education. health services, the
arts, social welfare, and the care of
the youngand the aging. Constructio~ and major renovation of
facilities is the Foun.dation's 1Jrimary
concern. and grants arc usually.
made ~1n a challenge basis to encourage further fund-raising efforts.
The 1~·oundation, one ot tne
largest in the United States in size of·
assets and appropriations; was
created soley through the gifts of the
late Sebastian S, Kresge, founder of
the S.S. Kresge Company, now
known as K-Matt Corporation.
However, the Company and the
Foundation arc not related in any
way._ . _ . ,... ____..,....,_...,
~

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
Oct. 27

Women's Volleyball
XU vs. Cedarville

6:00

Fieldh.ouse

Oct. 28

Pumpkin Carving Contest

Dinner

cafeteria

Nov. 3

City Council· Candidates

· Nov. S.

..

Women's Volleyball
XU vs. Hanover and
Cincinnati Bible

• 5-7:30

11:00

Theatre
Fieldhouse

...

·:~~::•:\~theneedfor Breen Lodge: perhaps

By PEG CONNELLY

...

A-lai.Mll,..

SUE KEANE
Ntw1 Sl8lf Writer

hi order to learn more about the
Election Day is Tuesday, November 8, and XU is doing all it ca~ to
provide voters with enough information to make educated choices.
·Candidates for City Council. will be in the theater Thursciay,
November 3, from S:00-7:30 p.m. After presenting their platforms, the
candidates will field questions from the audience.

• ••••

•

The best eating place in town - thecaf(canyou believe I saidthat?)
is sponsoring a pumpkin carving contest 'on Friday, November 28.
Shamrock Food Service invites you to help light up the caf, bob for
apples, and join them for some ..spooky" fun. (Eating in the. caf is
always spooky, but fun?)
.
.
Entries should be taken to the caf office by 3:00 p.m. Friday; wmners
will be announced during dinner. Th~ male and female. carving the. best
'pumpkin will each be presented an engraved trophy.

•••••

Now that the long weekend is over, Muskies are beginning to think
about future vacations - especially Christmas and Semester Break.
At these times EVERYONE seems to take off for Florida or the ski
slopes. If you've been thinking about a vacation but don't think you
can afford it, why not consider hosteling'!
American Youth Hostels, Inc., has more than 200 facilities across
the country - and 25 are listed as ski hostels. They are located in excellent ski areas.(Michigan, Colorado, Wisconsin, Vermont, etc.) and
cost about $3.00 a night. It could be a way to get into skiing witl\out
spending your entire savings.
For free general information and a list of ski hostels, write to Bob
Johnson, Hostel Department, American Youth Hostels, Delaplane,
Virginia, 22025.
·

•••••

Coming up N ove.m her 9: Ross Ralston will 11peak on the .conspiracy
that murdered John E Kennedy..
·

•••••

The National Research Council will again advise the National
Science Foundation in the selection of candidates for the Foundations
program of Graduate Fellowships. The annual stipend for Graduate
Fellows will be $3,900 for a twelve-month tenure with no dependency ·
allowances.
.
Eligibility is limited to individuals who, as of the time of application,
. have not complet~d postbaccalaureate study in excess of 12 semester
hours, or the equivalent. These fellowships will be awarded for study
or work leading to masters or doctoral degrees· in the mathematical,
physical, medical, biological, engineering and social sciences, and in
the history and philosophy of science. Applicants must be citizens of
the United States, and will be judged on the basis of ability. They will
be. required to take the Graduate Record Examinations designed to
test aptitude and scienti.fic; :!Jchievement.
The deadline for submission of applications is December I, 1977.
Further information and application materials may be obtained from
the Fellowship Office, National Research Council, 2101 C~nstitution
Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418.

•••••

WVXU-FM, Stereo 91.7, will be broadcasting the Purcell/Elder
football game from Elder Stadium on October 28, 1977, as the featured
"OCL Game of the Week." Handling the play-by-play will be WVXU
Sports Director Mark Durbin. "The LOc:ker Room Report" may be
heard at 7:4S p.m., and will feature interviews· with Elder head coach
Ray Bachus and Purcell mentor Tom Crosby. The ..Game of the
Week" will immediately follow at 8:00 p.m.
Other games that were broadcast earliet this season on WVXU included #1 state-ranked Moeller vs. Findlay, LaSalle vs. Fremont Ross,
Lexington Brian Station vs, Elder, Moeller vs. Elder, and Purcell vs.
St. Xavier at Norwood Stadium.
.
WVXU will also be broadcasting the annual clash between two top
contenders in the GCL, the LaSalle Lancers and the St. Xavier
Bombers in the "King of North Bend Road" game at the St. Xavier
stadium in November.
For more information on these games and more, .you may call
WVXU at 745-3738.

•••••

Anyone interested in-forming a Young Democrats Club should con·
tact young Democrat Ed Murray at 3642 or leave a n.otl! on his door at
104 Brockman Hall.

•••• •

· Volunteers are needed to tutor children from Washington Elementary School in math, reading and science. This program is a unique
one, sponsored by the southern Ohio Episcopal Church, because the .
tutors will be able to use video-tape and computer equipment in their
tutoring. The Episcopal Church has purchased a video-taped series of
educational programs and learning programs that are used with audiovisual equipment and computer terminals.
Where: Washington School (downtown across from the.Music Hall).
When: Saturday mornings around 9:00 or 10:00 a.m. Contact: Chris
Wooley, Student Volunteers, Kuhlman Hall, Room 124, Pho.ne: 7453195. Your time, knowledge and concern can help others learn.
'

.....

The Pied Piper Coffeehouse will be open this Saturday, Oct. 29, at
9:30 p.m. Admission is free. Coffee, cider, tea. cookies will be served.
Professional performers will be: Jim Bankowski, Atlanta Rose (ha.ck
by popular demand), and Lare.

·

s ...-..,.

rhe x.-,irr
i~ tht' oflicial s1ud~nt newspa11er of
.'\'.;iyicr _Uni' crsity. The: ai'1icles. pictures, and format
an: the rc~ponsibility uf the editors and do nor rcpre·
scnr the \'ieW!t of the 3dministraton. faculty, and s1uden1 horl)' of Xavier unless specifically staled All

editorials rl!ncct the Opinion of a majority of the
f:ditorial Board and do not necessarily rcpre!tcnt the
.opinion of ~hc studcm body. faculty. or administration
of Xa\·icr Uni\·crsity.
rhc s .... i> publishc~ week I)' during the school )'ear
i:xccrn during vaca1ion Hnd examination periods hy
Xa\·icr Universit\', Cincinnati. Ohio 45207. Suhscrip~
tions arc S~.()C) p~r year. ·Thc New1 was entered as sc·
cond clas!t matter Octobl!f4. '1946. at,lht:·Post Orficcof
Cincinmui. Ohio under the Act of March 3, IK79.
J.ellers •Ubmilled to. the Nt1H for publication must

established Breen Lodge,
. Lodge has reflected the process of
growth arid evolution that has taken
place in society concerningwomen's
roles. And, though. womeii~ have
assumed. nearly every .'student
leadership role at Xavier, Dillon
str6d. that there is still a deficit in
the. numbers.of women.working in
the faculty and adniiniltrative' staff.
Hopefully, Breen Lodge can act as
an impetus in encouraging women to
take advantage of their options.

its .functions could have been performed by student government or a ·
speeial committee. In reevaluating
the· functions of Breen Lodge, the
~·board came to the conclusion that
·there was still a definite need and in
interest in developing a Breen Lodge
. staff.for this year.·
~·Since the. advisors and Breen' stat.
found in the first applicants a lack of
experience, the Advisory . Board
reopened application, primarily by
word of mouth, to seek out women

function and development of Breen
Lodge as a woman's resource and
edueation C:enter, the News ·spoke
with the Breen Lodge Advisory
Board; Peg Dillon, Neltda Fontana,
and Bill Larkin.
·
Peg Dillon, A11istant Dean for
Student · Development, perceived
~~~~sted in forming a staff for this
two main thrusts in the services that
Breen Lodge provides. One function
In choosing the st~fffor this year's
was that of a consciousness raising
Breen
Lodge, the Advisory Board
·
It
was
in
consideration
of
these
force; helping women to come to an
awareness of their role in society. It factors that the_ Advisory Board re· stressed that each year the Women of
also functions as a service to the jected the policy objectives sub·. Breen Lodge are different, as a group
campus, through its various mitted in the spring of 1977 by the and individually. Breen reflects a
programming. Today the emphasis Breen Lodge staff. These policy ob- composite of ·the diverse perseems to have shifted towards its role jectives said that, in effect, Breen sonalities and interests of the women
Lodge had accomplished its goal and it hm,1ses. As Bill Larkin said, it is in
as a campus-wide service and away
from its function as a consciousness that the need for Breen Lodge no coming to grips with. what they are•
raising force. In considering this, it is longer existed. The Advisory Board and developing a feeling for community among themselves, that they
necessary to beware of the growth felt that it would be unwise to make a
and change that has occurred since decision to discontinue Breen Lodge can be effective to women as an outBreen Lodge was first established. It on the basis of one year's staffs ex- growth.
is appa19nt that much has been ac- perience. As Dillon said, "Women's
The Advisory Board emphasized
complished since Breen was first movements tend to be very shortopened in 1972. In the past few years, sighted and often disband when they that their role in dealing with the
Xavier has witnessed a woman presi- accomplish their goal; it's difficult to women of Breen Lodge was pr:imarident of student government, a see.down the hall to what they might ly supportive. The members of the
Hoard act as resource people to the
woman editor of the News, and a · want to get together again for." Also,
.
·women,
while allowing the women
up
the
Breen
housing
was
felt
giving
woman valedictorian. Yet, as ·Bill
Larkin said in speaking of women's to be an unwise practical move, since to. "go after what they think is imporconcern with their roles "the central it would be very difficult, if not im- tant" in Dillon's words.
The coming year will be one of
issue hasn't changed; it is differently possible, to reinstitute the housing as
a woman's center at any later time.
reevaluation, for the members of the
manifested."
Yet, as Dillon expressed, the fact
Advisory Board as well .as the
· The women at Xavier today are· that the Breen Lodge women sub- women of Breen. Whether or not
Breen will continue .to exist in its precertainly working in a different en- mitted their policy objectives forced
sent form, remains to be seen.
vi~onment than the women who first the board to raise some questions as

last in a series '

.
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Xavier student to be published
................

By MARY BETH MOSER

Kevin Owens, a junior at Xavier
·and a native of Cincinnati;'is on the
verge of achieving the goal of every
talented, young writer. He is going to
have two of· · his compositions
published within the next month: the
first is a research pamphlet entitled
"Homosexuality; Menace to
Society'!" and· the second is a short.
story which he has named "Tricks."
Owens' success began when his
name was given. to Pamphlet
Publications, a publishing company
which sells research journals . to ·
libraries across the. nation, by Dr.
Ernest Fontana, Chairman of
Xavier's English Department. The
Company contacted him in June
1977 and invited him to choose a
topic from an extensive list of social
issues ranging from alcoholism to
euthanasia. When asked why he .
decided to work with the homosexuality theme, Owens replied, "My
primary reason for writing on the
topic of homosexuality was to respond to the inane babbling of Anita
Bryant and her folowers." Accor~
ding to Owens, Xavier has promised
to acquire copies of this research
pamphlet and make thein available
to the students in the McDonaid
Library.
'"Tricks," ·which Owens considers
an experiment, will appear in the
November issue of Sygyzy, a
magazine featuring short fiction and
sketches. In the author's own words,
the short story "deals in a humorous
fashion with common illusions
about sexuality and the problem of
breaking throug:1 the many facades
of sexual role playing."

has also helped Owens to ..refine and
polish" his style.·
Owens 'claims he became in·
terested in . writing · during his
sophomore yeai: at LaSalle High
School while reading. Catcher in the
Rye.by J. D. Salinger for a creative
writing course. He initially attended
the University of Chicago as a psy·
chology major, but transferred to
Xavier after deciding to change his
major to English. He justifies his
change in majors by stating: "It was

just a feeling that I'm.more aesthetically inclined that scientifically inclined." Owens feels that Xavier's
English Department is "far superior" ·
to Chicago's because of Xavier's
emphasis on the way in which the
masters answer their literary ·tradition.
Plans for the future are not concrete, but Owens wants to continue
writing and he is looking forward to
starting his first novel.
.

Mr. Charles Bolton, an English
professor at Xavier and one of the
Slaff photo br SU. Murr•)'
co-editors of Sygyzy, encouraged
Owens in his writing career. Bolton . Kevin Owens, a junior .at Xavier, will soon have two of hit works published.
carrv . . ignaturc and address of. writer. ·Editors reserve
lhc ~igh1 to cnndcnsc or rcjccl an~; lclter and liMit frc·
4ucnt \\ ritcrs.
Milin ofliccs. first llm,r. Uni\'ersicy ('en1er Huildin~.
:\cw,-cditnrial 1clephonc: (51.1) 745-l561. Advertising
1elcphune: (51.1) 745-34.11.
.
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;Randy Newman woffl1 the wait
to appear with Rankin Oct. 30
who wants to go with these guys on a again with a new LP, ingeniously enrobbery and tlt'ey don't want him to titled "The Kenny Rankin Album."
go...") to Sigmund Freud's ImperBorn in New York City, he grew
sonation of Albert Einstein in up listening to the Latin· sounds
America" (written for the movie ver- which were brought to Manhattan
sion of Ragtime), to ..Short People" from Puerto Rico, the Caribbean
(..... they don't deserve to live"), New- and South America, and those ·inman has never been in better form- fluences are still present in his playlyrically as · well as musically. ing and singing. A self-taugltt musiQuipped the· composer, "I've got cian, he has been writing and playina
these long, cumbersome titles. I for more than a decade. On the road
can't imagine people yeUina them for the bulk of every year, Kenny's
out at a concert." The album con- working aroup includes Wendy
Haas on electric piano and organ,
~ins some surprises for long-time
Newman fans; more rock< •n• .roll drummer Roy McCurdy, and long
than on his previous efforts and time bassist Peter Manhall.
With his new album, Kenny has
some fancy vocal work by The
expanCled his musical base far
Eagles.
.
Although he's appeared on Mid-· beyond the folk and jazz style with
night Special and Saturday Night which he has been identified for so
live, Randy Newman's been making long. He confirms his romantic
· himself scarce these past few years. nature without compromising his
With his national tour, which lands musical origins. Says Kenny, "My
him in Cincinnati on October 30 at goal is to be as honest as I can.
Music Hall, all that should change. Whether anyone likes it or not, my
Like Little Criminals, it's been worth music is what I am. I'm very concernthe wait.
·
ed with music. I'm into a feeling
Also on the bill that night at Music thing and, I don't sing about ugly
Hall is Kenny Rankin. Wallowing things, although I will sing about
the last couple of years away in a pain. I'm probably a romanticist to
pool of anonymity, he has surt'~ced the last degree." ·

By GREG BARKER
N... SCalfWrlllr

.·,Caldwell performs·. well

·falls to engage audience

..............

a, JULIE HELMES ·

emplifled ·by bis playing of GraNk
Elutk th Paganini, by Liszt with· its
The second concert of the Xavier rapid and dramatic. movements.
Univenity piano series ·featuring There were timei when Caldwell's
Michael CaldweU, was presented · hands were actually blurred.
Sunday, October ~3, at3:00 p.m.
While possessing the professional
quality needed to be successful in the
Caldwell showed a great deal of music ·world, Caldwell has still
style and ease while performing, yet managed to retain freshness in his
· ·. he seemed to have difficulty being playing. His movements are smooth
comfortable with his audience. He and flowing and not mechanical.
did not speak a work during the en- While playing, he was not as still and
tire concert, and this resulted in his. formal as many renowned pianists I
failure to totally captivate the have seen.
assembly. A few comments on the
'
It was unfortunate that the
·selections he chose to play would hve
Caldwell concert lasted .only an hour
been helpful.
and fifteen minutes instead of the full
two houn originally scheduled. I'm
sure the audience (myself included)
Caid~ell's musical selections were . would have liked to have heard more
well chosen; they complimented . of his playing.
The next concert of the series is
each other beautifully. Most of his
pieces were explosive; they started scheduled for November 20, and
· out with a soft, slow introduction features Kimberly Schmidt. His
and then gradually led to a loud, selections will include Beethoven,
emotion-packed climax. He Schumann, Tchaikovsky, and
mastered the mood changes and Rachmaninoff. I strongly urge
transitions from loud to soft ex- students to take advantage of their
tremely well. This was especially ex-· X.U. ID's and attend this concert.

concert review

THE 'VE.RONA FATHERS
~---=

· A Reli1ious Society
·For the Foreian Missions

. , 2lcM. st: .Mi~hiel St./ Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 92i~1176
We all know how to make love, but have you ever loved as a
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold
enough to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as
a missionary? A Verona Father?
For further information write:

Fr. Ken
2104 St. Michael St.
Cincinnati~ Ohio 45204
1-513-921-1176

Lakewood Tavern
2735 Vine St.

University Yillage
(l block. from UC Campus)

Randy Newman .has emerged as
one _of the more important composers in popular music. Best known
as the writer of such songs as ..Mama
Told Me Not To Come" (Three Dog
Night) and "I Think It's Going to
Rain Today" (Judy Collins), bis
songs have alao appeared on albums
by such diverse artists u Art Garfunkel, Ringo Starr, Barbra Streisand, Joe· Cocker and Linda
Ronstadt.
Born in New Orleans, Newman
received his degree in music theory
from U.C.L.A. From the beginning,
most of his songs 'have dealt with ordinary people .in ordinary situations
(he once said that what he really does
is put short stories to music.) Not
many writers have been able to establish a locale, character and mood
(with a tum of phrase or touch of the
truly bizarre) within the framework
of a three minute song the way. Randy Newman can.
Little Criminals, his latest release
on Reprise (Sept., 1977), is also his
first new album in three years. From
the title track ("It's about a junkie

Still looking for Mr. Goodbar

..........""'

By TOM FELLENS

Richard Brooks' Looking/or Mr.
Goodbar (adapted loosely from
Judith Ros11ner's bestseller) analyzes
a female patron of single's ban with
the same intention that Martin
Scorsese's Taxi Driver analyzed an
assassin: it asks the viewer to consider the psychological motivations
. for its protagonist's actions, which
often tend to be forgotten in the
stereotypic zeal with which society
labels its members.
Unfortunately, Goodbar fails to
.. establish the same level-of emotional
intensity that made Taxi Dr.iv~r so
continually fascinating.
·
The film's conspicuously phallic
title is meant to be taken literally:
Looking for. M~. Goodbar is the
story of a teacher from a Catholic
lower middle-class family who wants
to get laid. However, the film delves
deeper than this surface ri:,ality which is where our own judgements
would be inclined to rest - and
studies her J)eculiarly repressed sexuality which drives her to cruise bars
by night in search of sex without
love.
Brook's screenplay is disappointingly impersonal. Rather than permitting his heroine to look inward to
understand herself (as Rossner's
novel did), he imposes rationales for
her actions from without. Thus,
while the audience may be able to
find reasons for her progressive selfdestruction, it is never clear that she
herself does. Considering her ultimate fate, the effect is somewhat
disturbing.
Before the point in her life at
which the movie begins. Theresa
Dunn (Diane Deaton) has been living in a world of. sexual fantasy

without openly expressing her
desires. Brooks· offen a variety of
reasons · for the inhibitions from
which she frees herself: Catholic
guilt (suggested by a dream sequence
in which a nun bars her entrance to a
subway train, an over-protective upbringing, and a childhood disease
which has left her with a gi-otesque
and embarrassing scar on her back.
In addition, she fears pregnancy, to
which her sister (Tuesday Weld)
seems to susceptible.
However, it is not a selfish fear of
unwanted children that bothers her,
. for she seems to care so much about
her deaf students; it is, rather,
suspicion for human life causes her
to decline, and her alienation is even
more painful to watch.
It is Diane Deaton's Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde performance that
makes Goodbar special.. She
manages to come to grips with the
ambivalence of the character who
searches for happiness in all of the
wrong ways. Despite Brooks' refusing to see Theresa as an individual,
Keaton's personal touches suggest
the fear and desperation of someone
very human.
Brooks' direction is cliclie-ridden.

The characters surroundingTheresa
are without exception types. The
hyperactive stud, the married man
who loves his wife, and the boy next
door, are all stereotypes portrayed
throughout the film. Also, the
overuse of symbolic lighOng is
quickly apparent; it is always bright
and cheery for the classroom scenes,
always dark and gloomy in the bars
and bedrooms. Even ~n attempt at
subtle humor - Keaton's reading
1he Godfather, the movie version in
which she starred - was stolen from
an idea Woody Allen used in Annie
Hall.
However, Brooks ·must 'be
credited with his ability to present
the thin line between Theresa's fantasy and her reality. His integration
of dream sequences with the rest of
the film is so effective that two of the
scenes - one in her classroom and
the final.scene -which are meant to
be interpreted as actually occurring,
are so bizarre, that one wonders if
perhaps she has not imagined it all.
Perhaps, though, she should have
imagined it all. Otherwise, Looking
for Mr. Goodbar is one of the most
pointless wastes of a life in cinema
history ..
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XU Rugby A-team undefeated;
B-team. evens: record at· 2-2 · ·
>

Soccer notches victory
By STEPHEN BENJAMIN
Hewe lport8 Writer

The Xavier soccer team ·defeated
the undfeated Wilmington, which
prior to this game ranked sixth in
Ohio. Previous to playing Xavier,
Wilmington permitted only one goal
to slip by in their seven games.
However, the Musketeers changed
their position last Saturday.
The Musketeers put four goals
into the net, two in each half. The
first goal was scored by Junior Joe
Giesting. He took a loose ball from·
In front of the net, and chipped it
over the hands of the goalkeeper
.thus allowing several defenders to
slip into the upper left corner.
This goal had considerable effect
on Wilmington. They became more
aggressive, and it cost them their second goal. Wilmi11gton's defense
moved up near the mid field and was
caught by a fast breakdown from the
right side. In their efforts to catch up
thev made a fatal mistake, a handbali in the penalty area. Junior Tom
Stevens took the penalty shot and
rocketed it into the corner for the
goal. At half ti.me it stood 2-0, and

Wilmington was stunned.
The second half was a bit of a
farce, plagued by many que::tionable
officiating calls and close fights.
Twenty minutes into the half, a tripping . penalty call was given to
Wilmington inside th~ penalty area
and their ace scorer Steve Spirk put
.it into the net. This was the first
penalty kick that Muskie goalkeeper
Tom Schol allowed to score.
Minutes later, Wilmington was
again penalized in their penalty area.
Freshman Mac Garrigan took the
kick and placed beyond the keeper's
quick sue.cession. Both of them by
Spirk, one on .a nice headball on a
cornerkick and the other on another
penalty kick. Between their two
goals, it was Tom Stevens once more
scoring to keep the Muskies ahead.
He took the ball and shot from 25
yards out. The gQal keeper was able
to get on it; however, ht; was not able
to hold the ball. It continued on into
the goal.
..
·Because of his two goals and his
m;erall excellent play in this game.
the star of the game award ml}st' go
to Tom Stevens.

This is a cryptogram, a form of code Ianguage, where letters of the alphabet stand
for other letters of the alphabet. For instance,
the words "A CAT" in a cryptogram might be

For the past wo weekends in a
row, the Xavier Ruggers have
emerged victorious in out-of-town
games.
.
Xavier· upset the heavily favored
University of Miami team 14-4 leaving X.U. with a 3-0-1 record. The
B's also defeated Miami 24-4 to even
their record at 2 - 2.
The A_eme saw a totally different
team than the one that .came from
behind to defeat Dayton last week.
Right from the start X.U. ·put
pressure on Miami. The forwards
were dominating the ball in the loose
play and this enabled X.U. backs to
run the ball. When the backs weren't
running their kicks they forced the
Kedskins into· mistakes down in their
~d.

.

.With 20 minutes gone in the first
half, the forwards won a scrum.
A(ter a fine fake by Joe SchockeY.• he
fed his winger John Spencer who
raced 20 yards for the try. The conversion was missed and X led 4-0.
Even though Xavier never really gave
the Redskins any room to run, the
Miami fullback Williams exploited
one of Xavier's weaknesses all year
- poor tackling. Williams made a
break down the sideline and ran over

the wing and ·fullback for Maimi's
only score. The game was tied 4-4
and stayed that way until the end of
the half.
The second half was much like the
first with Xavier continually stopping the Miami Runners and winning most of .the line outs, scrums
and rucks. Xavier moved the ball
deep into the Redskins end where
Dave Allen fed the ball to the shifty
Tom Powers. wh·o · manuevered his
way into the end zone for a try. The
conversion was good and Xaiver
lead 10-4. Miami started to threaten
after the score and twice had the ball
deep in Xavier's end. But s_ome fine
runs by Jim Donlin breaking from
the scrums and so.me well-placed
kicks by Sean · Madden brought
Xavier out of trouble.
Once out oftrol!ble Xavier's backs
wen·t back on the attack and it was
John Spencer again racing 55 yards
for the try. Spencer mov.ed up from
the B side to the A side along with
Mike Berger this week and both
played brilliantly. Spencer's final try
put X.U. ahead 14-4 and left Miami
stunned by their defeat.
Xavier Coach Brian Brimelow
was extremely pleased with Xavier's

"Q TQL;' the "Q" always standing for "A'; the
"T" for "C:' and the "L" for "T." Your challenge is to break the code of the cryptogram
below; and discover its hidden message.

jJerformance against Miami notinJ'
that Miami had defeated l'lotre
Dame, Ohio State a.nd Bowling
Green which are some of the finer
rugby teams in the Midwest.
._
···Xavier's Rugby team defeated the
Unive.rsity of D~yton over thei.r'
. Homecoming weekend of October·
I I. Both the· A and B teams notched .
victories over the Dayton Flyers. ·
The B game was played .first-and
they pulled off a come~from-behind
victory sparked by John Spencer's
try and penalty kick. The final score
of the B-game was 19-8.
The A-game was also a comefrom-behind victory for Xavier. The
game started out as though it would
be a walk. away for X. U. Xavier's
first try· came with only s.even
minutes gone when Denny
Kummerer ·chased· down his own
kick and touched down in the end
zone for a 4-0 lead. Moments later,
with Xavier's backs putting on the
pressure, Dave Allen received a pass
from:the hustling Jim Russo and put
the try across. Tom Powers con;
verted and Xavier led 10-0:
After the quic~ lead, Xavier seemed .to take it easy, consequently play
got sloppy. This resulted in a penalty
and Dayton converted. The S('.ore
stood 10-3. Just before half-time,
Dayton scored again narrowing the
lead 10-7.
The second half opened up with
Dayton. Pre.ssuring, they put one
more try across to take a 11.-10 lead.
It seemed Xavier was out of the game
at this point, but the momentum
changed when Denny Kummerer
was taken off the field in an ambulance with a concussion.
Moments.tater Tom Powers had to
leave the game, and Xavier finally
came to life. Driving down the field
almost 90 yards the forwards forced
a lineout at the three with only two
minutes left. Dayton dropped the
lineout and Greg Mullin broke
through to fall on the ball in the end
zone for the game-winning try. Sean
Madden added the conversion and
,.,
the game was Xavier's 16-11..
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Volleyballers take one, lose one
. The Xavier' Women~s Volleyball
team played a doubleheader last
Saturday, October 22. Xavier
matched their forces. against Berea
and Wilmington Colleges.
· An enthusiastic Muskie team
played nervously in the opening
minutes: After gaining ·conposure
and confidence, the Muskies put the
pieces together to defeat Berea 15-7
in the first game. X. U., now executing their offense and . working

together on defense, had no trouble
putting the weaker Berea off the
court . The Muskies won the second
game 15-4 and the match.
Wilmington College provided
tough competition for the Muskie
Volley ballers. X. U. won the first
game 15-13 displaying team
togetherness and the ability to han·
dle pressure.
The second game of the match
ended 15-13, this time with

Wilmington on top. The pressure
had finally.reached the Muskies. The
women were startled by the noise
made by the Wilmington soccer
team which came to support their
women volleyballers.
The tie-breaking game was tight
from start to finish. The referee's
decision on a controversial play discouraged the Muskie offensive attack. The decision broke a 13-lHie
and eventually led to a Wilmington
victory, 15-13.

lllH pllolo br lleitr llotllMdluta
4'Jeff Whelan; sophomore left flelder, lakea a powerful awing al the ball during
last Saturday's double-header. ·
.
·

~Muskie
#·

9' ·drops two

By RON HARPER
NeM lliorll Writer

Friday night proved to be fatal to
,.the Musketeer baseball team: Feel.ing the effects of what a party can do,
the sleepy-eyed Muskies took to the
field aga!nst Louisville Saturday
_.1\fternoon for a double-header.
The contest was played under unusual circumstances. There were no
umpires for the game, so the two
.. teams had to make use of the
volunteer services of the coaching
assistants to umpire· the game. The
p.two games are not included in the fall
·record of either club.

In the first game, Louisville, who
obviously came to play ball, defeated
our Muskies 4-0, allowing orily two
hits. The second game ended with
. almost the same results. X. U.
managed two hits, however, they
gave. up eight runs, being shut out
for the second time that afternoon.
The "Muskie Nine" lacked
enthusiasm and the team
togetherness they played with all fall .
This game concluded the fall home .
s~and for the Muskies. Coach Bill
Wolff promises that when baseball
resumes in the spring, the Muskies
will be winners.
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' Look at each position and you'll see.
" \
• ~:\
Defensive Front Line: Bacon,
~
NOW SHOWING AT
" Burley, Whitley and Edwards. Their.
/
back-ups'aren't too shabby.either./
Johnson and Johnson.
'
Linebackers: Leclair, Williams,
'
~ and Harris. Back-ups not bad either
. / ..--\ ~ .
__ _ _
_ _
__
_
with Pritchard.
~ ---.. ~
~
..
11
Defensive Secondary: Parrish,
..-c
\ r
"'1~ ""- ,------~----~-----""."'------------------------, .
!"' Morgan, Riley and Casanova. Backl
I .
·
I
ups: Cobb and Anderson aren't bad.
I
Turning to the offense...
Qqplllc br MltC Murpllr
I.
.
Front Line: This is the only sem- John Reaves. need protection.
I
I
t weak position on the squad. They
There it is-a scouting report on the
I
I
must protect the quarterback and Bengals personnel. The talent is inI
·
I
open holes for the running backs.
deed there. But where's the pro_blem? · I
1
It'
Tight End: Bob Trumpy, Mike
Not being an expert of the game,
1
Cobb, and Ric~ Walker are all ·but just an onlooker, I say the
I
capable.
problem may be in the management.
I
Wide Receivers: Could very well -Earlier in the Xavier News, I talked
t' be the best in N.F.L. Issac Curtis, of the Bengal front office banning
John McDaniel, and Billy Brooks. banners from Riverfront. The
I
Running Backs: They are better problem is indeed deeper than this.
·
I
, than average.'.' "Boobie" Clark, . General Manager Paul Brown,
.
Archie Griffin, Lenvil Elliot, Pete who at one time was the best coach
Montgomery Rd
Johnson-and-friends need.holes as ofhistime,hasturnedabittoocon~
. HOURS·.
· mentioned abOve.
· 5crvative, even for this city!
ti>
Quarterback: Ken Anderson and · i don't know about the typical
Sun. - Thurs. 10:45-10:00
·
·
·
· Bengal fan, but I still have a feeling
1
Brown "helps" Coach Johnson with
Fri. - Sat. 10: 5-1 :
"the p°Iay selection. I say let the.
.s.
"Tiger" do it on his own.
.
.
. I may be wro"g, as you baseball
Phone 731-1733
·
· fans will verify, but the Bengals have
It-·
,gone too dang conservative. Maybe .I
I
they should let Kenny Anderson call
L~st . Saturday Xavier's . bowling his own plays for ·one game, and see .· _I
•team visjted the University of qn-: : what the results would be. · ..
I
cinnati to take on the University of . I thought having "Tiger,' Johnso~
I
Dayton and Si'riclair College. as head man was great, but now
I
Despi~e losing three games to a hot Bengal fans,must feel a 11ittle bit, dis- :I
.
· ·: ,_.1
•-Sinclajr team i".the .afternoon, the · appoif!ted. · .
Musk~es used fine:team bowling.to.,
There's a· new sport• on campu~. ;~,
trip UP- Dayton twice in the morning . The women's· swim team has oni= :fl
•/match: Good ~owli.rii .was.P.r,9\'.i~ed· ·..-o~e krieet left. November 9: ~~un~.
by "Guz" Olher with 190 and 188, Saint Joseph.
_, . :, . .
Jim "Perk" Perkinson with three ··
Assistant Basketball Coach Dave
I
A1.1 ·~f3nu 1.ter:ns Can.·B.e Packed To ~o
games over .170; and Dan Cannoy Frohman tied the wedding knot
I
to· with a fine 198-190-560 series. Next
recently. Congratulations!
·
week the. Muskies travel to Ohio UnAny comments on this, column .
PRESENT THIS COUPON.
I
iversity ..to tangle with the ·bowlers
may be sent to the Xavier News
from U.C. and Central State.
·
Sports
Department
.
.
1

c arouseI C 1nema
•
I

1

t aI n o·.71.
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Decision in Bakke case to .have. far-r.eaching effects.
In one of the most dramatic se11io111 in yean. The Supreme Court on Oc· Merit alone; as reflected by pades and test score1. has never been a sole .. .,
tober 12 listened to oral arpments in the reverse ditcrimination cue of Allan criterion of selection for sehools and jobs. Vetef1!n•. receiv~ special 1overnBakke.
·
. ·
ment preference in 'hiriil1. Colleps can ditcnmmate on the. basil of
Bakke. 37.claiml that becaule he ii White. be WU discriminated apinst posraphy and athJeticability.
·
·
. . _·
.
when he wu denied admission to the Univenity of California Medical . The Univenity~f~omiapropamdoesnotviolatetbeeq~l_protec~on·•
Sch_ool at Davis. Tbe school had 100 places open in it• cla... 16 of these clause of the conatitutiono"fhefourteentb amendment was deuped to ~nn1
spaces were 1et uide for minority applicants. .
· minorities_ int«) the main..-.... so discrimination that brinp about that purBakke wu refUled admission twice·in 1973. and 1974. His over-all un- pose is not w.iconttituional.
_ .
_ .
derpaduate srade averap wu 3.51 out of a pouible.4. The average of THE CASE AGAINST ~EVERSE DISCRIMINATION·
..
'4
specially admitted minority 1tudent1 was u low as2.11. For these reasona the
This side of the iuue Wu presented on the behalf of Allan Bakke. who wu
Supreme Court of California upheld Batte•1 claim and ordered him ad- repmentod by Reynolcl:H. Colvin. a San Francisco Attomey.
The Unive~ty '!f ~oflli:&•• special admiuions pro~ wa~ a racial .,
mitted. The Univenity ~ppea~ t~ the U.S. Supreme Court of California to
overturn the State rulan1. cla1m1n1 that ill plan for helping minorities quota.1:'beumve~1tyw~ad~1tthatBakkewa1~tterqualifiedthanso~of
toward the idea of equality contained in the Constitution and the fourteenth the 1pec111ly ac!m1tted mmonty 1t~nt1. No whites have ever been admitted
amendment.
.
·
under the specaal propam for the diladvantapd. The fact that some 11oµps _are allowed to satisfy lower standards simply on the basis of race conltitutes a~
The Supreme Court ruling is probably months. perhaps even a year
more away. yet it is important for students. career people and observen of quota.
.
American society to familiarize them1elves with the arguments put forth on
Quotu are harmful to society. "The mechanism of the quota-has grave imboth sides of the iuue. The ca1e•1 ramifications reach beyond education· plications... one would not become a doctor, lawyer. engineer or accountant~~
beyond racial differences. It involves the job market 81 well as academia and but a black doctor, a Chicano lawyer. an Asian engineer, or an American
1ex and age discrimination as well '!' racial _preference.
•
lnd~n accoun~nt." !h~ ~suit wo'!ld be ..abandoning th~ co!"mitment to a
THE CASE FOR REVERSE DISCRIMINATION
.- ~1ety protective of 1~d1v1dual a~h1evement and rep~ce 1tw1th a system of
- ·
nghts based upon racaal or ethnic-group membership._ .
.,
Archibald Cox, Harvard Law profeuor. presented this side of the issue to
Quotas are unconatitutional. Discrimination on the basis of race is at all
the Supreme Court. on behalf of the University of California. His basic times,..illepl, immoral. unconstitutional. inherently wrong. and destructive
arguments are summarized below.
of a democr:atic society."
· ._
Alternatives le.. drastic than quotas are available to increase minorities in·~
Special admission programs based on race are not "quotas" but goals. The
un1ven1ty ol U.ldomia '• policy does not stigmatize any group. Neither does medical schools. Social, economic. and psychological hardships an applicant
it accept unqualified studenti becaUH of a racial floor or ceiling on ad- had to overcome can be judged alongside grades and test scores, but race
~....
misaions. Rather. it ii a policy concerned with how to use limited resources itlelf cannot be used as the yardstick determining admission:
(or diverse needs, in this case. racial minorities.
Properly administered affirmative action plans would not be affected by a
Cox also contends that color-consciOus admissions policies are necessary ruling against reverse discrimination. Affirmative action enables persons to
to bring minorities more fully into the American mainstream. The pro.blem - advance in iociety on the basis of individual merit. Quotas do not~ This disof racial discrimination did not vanish in society when the fourteenth amend- tinction is crucial to the resolution of the case.
,
ment ended it leplly. Its effects are still felt in education. housing and
The American Bar Association and the Department of Justice have filed
employment. The only effective way of ending discrimination is to deal with "friend of the court" briefs with the Supreme Court defendingthe University
of California's admission policies. Carter has also cautiously backed special
race on race-1e1itive iuue1.
Society at large ·will benefit from special admi11io111. Cultural isolation of admi..ions to redress past bias. No one can predict. however. what th_e"
minorities will end only when minority members are common in professions. historic outcome will be.
. . -MJC

or
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Kraf1t Clarifies
Senate's position'
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To the Editor:
I would like to respond to the
editorial published last weekconcerning Student Government•s state of
coilfusion. To me. this article was
very confusing and also very
milseading. As a member of Student
Senate, I can safely say that Mr. Bu'jold did not present a true picture;
The job of Student Senate is to
sense the needs of the student body
and try to fill these needs. A diverse
population such as we have at Xavier
has many different wants. And it
seems that, for the first time, Student
Senate is trying to include everyone
in their programming. This includes
foreign students (Foreign Students
. Awareness Program), those with
academic problems (tutoring
sessions), and those who like to have
a good time (beer tap co-op).
Gr-anted, these programs are oniy in
the planning ·stages, but at one time
so was Greek Week.
I will be the first to admit that
Senators are overworked, but
currently at Xavier this condition is
inevitable. There are too few
students who seem interested
enough in their environment to get
involved. Pro-Xavier Week, a new
Senate project, is designed in part to
get students to the point where they
will want to help. This could take
some of the burden off of Senate.
But until that time, if we don't do it
(or at least try), no one will.
I have been to every Senate
meeting, yet I have not seen this
leadership void that Mr. Bujold talked about. I am inclined to believe
that it doesn't exist. The Student
Body President worked all summer
to bring the various projects to the
point where they could be taken over
by the Senators. He succeeded (with
much help from his Vice-President)
in motivating many of the Senators
to start working on them immediately. And by insisting_ on progress
reports,_ he is keeping these ideas
·alive at the meetings. Frankly, I like
the idea that someone trusts my
ability to organize projects and get
things done.
There is an ironic note to Mr. Bujold's editorial.. Jn the past, Student
Government has been criticized for
not doing enough. And now it is be-

ing condemned for trying to do too ' there were children constatly volved in it will realize this and cairil"
much. Who should Student Senate around. At some point, each -in- down.
dividual resident must take responLastly, it would bC nice if the XU
try to please?
Karen Kraft sibility for his/her own behavior.
News would print the correct facts~
Secondly, it is true that with the There is no Hall Director · in
Student Senator
exception of these incidents things Husman; there are, however,
U
S
have been going well in Husman. We · Graduate Assistants. Some people
believe this is due ,to a greater sense may consider this a- minor point bu•
O.f:
u
of community, both on individual in light of the fact that we are work·
wings and between different wings, ing to create a new living system in
To the Editor:
I am sick of hearing about the than has been present in the past. the Residence Halls, a system based
nonchalant attitudes about fire drills There is evidence, for example, that on community and resident respon•·
in the dorms. I realize fire drills can some of the people not involved in sibility, it is important to use the cor.
come at· inconvenient times, but I the damages are working to see that rect terminology.
The Husman Housing Staff
also realize that fires are not choosy it stops; hopefully, those people inabout what time they come. They
doo't give a warning.
Now, why am I blasting 11ut at
dormies when I'm just a commuter
and do not know what it is like to
have to get up early in· the morning
for a lousy fire drill? Mainly because .
I care. There are a lot of you who are
my friends. Also, I'm talking from
experience. It has been six years and
' -fifty-some operations since my runin with fire- and ·no matter how many
more operations I have I always will
have scars from my burns. It is a
slow, painful process to recovery,
before the rehabilitation even starts!
So do yourselves a favor and the
next time you· hear a fire alarm Move! Take the shortest, safest route to the outside. Don't take the
chance that this one is just a drill,
because you can't be 100% sure that
it is. You are lucky enough to have a
warning that your life is endangered;
take advantage of it.
Nancy Hake
·XU Sophomore

St dent -Warnedf•_••e. potentJ•a)

--

Husman staff
refutes editorial
To the Editor:
We feel a few comments are in
order in response to . last week's
editorial concerning vandalism at
XU (especially in Husman Hall).
First of all, one would not normally think that a garden hose left outside would be used to tlood a
building. .After all, there are no
children living in Husman (except
for Brian, of course); we like,to think
Sl•lf photo br P•ul Conror
the people Jiving here are mature and
· _
.
.
responsible. Most of · them are,
The w•k• ofltudent flooctlng1 have created Into tld•I proportlonund noted
though, obviously the~e may be ex- French Detective, lnapector Dectector hu plunged Into the. can. He 11 plc·
ceptions. It is unreasonable, - lured here with co-lnveatlgatorFarr•h Fawcett. Theyh•ve teamed up tow••·
however, to expect the staff. to take through the quagmire of cluea. The lnapector expect1 a break In thl• c8n any
rHultlng In 1 deluge of •rrHta. A• •lways the lnapector wlll keep hie
the · precautions one would take if. moment,
hose to the grlnd1ton1.
·
X.vlerNew~

•
H S;. ,.I, . . t
A . . ..
H•· o .a. ·va ore way
·<.·.,; . ,.

.,~

When you're little, there's always .he'd steal your car, take it for a nice
ne kid in the neighborhood· that ·ride and bring it back, usually before
ou're not allowed to play with. you.noticed. This made Sal a hit with
om would say, "I don't like the all the girls~ "There's nothing like the
oksofthatkid,youstayawayfrom · back scat of a Lincoln," Sal often
im." I never understood what looks said.
.he meant. Whatever they were,
When high school rolled around
alvatore Polaski had them. I guess for both of us, we were still close,
.. ey came with his Italian/ Polish because my body refused to enter
· rentage. His father .drove a beer puberty and grow, and Sal's mind
· uck in the bad section of Newark had refused to learn. We did
is there good section?) His mother everything together, but mainly we
' ould be heard calling Sal to dinner took a 1.ot of tests. Sal was always in
n the next county.
· trouble; his middle name was ..On
Well, -in spite of my mother, or Probation."· He had life-time detenmaybe to spite h~r. I played· with Sal tion, and wasn't allowed to eat lunch

a

I

I

S.I w•• •

•
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muter with• CHI h8nger.

all the time. Sal was the
neighborhood hoQd starting at the
age of five. Playing with Sal was
. ;great because not playing with him
was deadly. Sal and I developed a
·symbiotic relationship; I'd do his
homework, and he'd beat up kids for
:me. It worked out well; we traded
: punches for homework.
Sal . Wits fascinated by the·
automobile; he stole his first car at .
;age.·· 13. He was a master with a
. coathanger. Amazingly enough. he
· didn't get caught; maybe it was
~ because Sal was shaving twice a day
at age_ 13. Now Sal wasn't malicious

with anyone. He was voted most
likely to. fry in the electric chair.
There was one person who Sal and
just about everyone else hated and
that was Mr. Sheist, the assistant
principal. Sheist was a bastard; he
could smell a burning cigarette at
JOO yards. He could see a tie oil m
the thickest fog. He could hear a foul
word during a rock concert. His
letterhead must have read, ..LO.
Sheist: have de.tention will travel."
Sheist · moonlighted on the
weekends as a "Driver Training Instructor," the guy who gives behindthe-wheel driver training for a fee. I

took it with him and practically had a whipped into the left lane. "Very fun- eyes: "Talk to him, reason with him,
breakdownin the car. He instructed· ny Mr. Polaski," said Sheist putting· you're his friend." I put my feet up on
like a drill sergeant. He'd teach you his foot to the alternate brake. The the back seat and said;"He's just a
to drive or kill you in the process.
pedal fell off. Sal took one hand off dumb pollack, you can't reason with
Most insurance companies give a the wheel and reached into his him. So why not relax and enjoy the
nice discount to students who take pocket. "It don't work without view, flip on the radio." Actually I
behind-the-wheel training, and Mr. these," Sal laughed opening his hand was petrified, but his was my one
Polaski, a man of infinite· wisdom revealing two nuts.
chance to see Sheist squirm and I
and finite resources,.saw a chance to
..Give me those right now, mister." wasn't going to blow it.
save a few bills and signed Sal up.
Sal pauied for a minute, as if to conSheist was white with fear and
Now Sal could drive like Richard sider Sheist's order. He smiled, push- sank down low into his seat. Sal
Petty, but no one really knew except ed the car up to 90 mph, threw the buried the needle and suddenly from
me and quite a few happy girls. So nuts out the window and said, "You behind came lights and sirens. Sal
when he told ine he was going to take want them pal, ·go get 'em."
turned to me, ..Get down, the fuzz." I
lessons, and asked me to come along
Years of experience had taught hit the deck.
for the ride I said, ..Sure, what the Sal well. We darted in one lane and
The cop, a Jersey State Trooper,
hell." Sal was dumb, but I knew he
had something in mind.
Sal was extremely nice to Sheist,
really unusual. He asked Sheist how
to tum on the car, maybe because he
never turned one on with a key
before. Sheist was his same charming self and called Sal a "Dumb
Pollack." Anyone else and.he'd have
been eating his teeth, but Sal was extremely cool today.
As we gingerly pulled into traffice,
'I sat quietly in the back seat, hoping
not to arouse the wrath of Sheist. Sal
.made all kinds of mistakes. He really
drove like it was his first time out. I out the other. We went around, drove as well as Sal, and soon was
saw Sheist's eyes light up when we between, and sometimes what seem- close enough to see one male
passed a sign that read, "Interstate I ed like through cars. The scenery was operating the vehicle. About 300
Mile," He looked over to Sal and lost in a blur of speed.
yards ahead of us was a small openSheist began to lose the color in
said, ..Turn on to the Interstate Mr.
ing in the divider. Sal hit the brake,
Polaski." Sal protested, ..But sir I'm his face, but he collected himself and executing a perfect "bat-turn," spin. not ready for that." "Ttirn onto the
a look of determination came over ning the car 180 degrees around. The
Interstate south bound to c;:amden," him. He grabbed for the wheel. We cop didn't even try.
Sheist . ordered. ..Alright," Sal swerved at I OS mph, throwing Sheist
During the turn Sheist passed out.
and me to the passenger's side of the "You think he's dead Sal?" I asked
replied meekly.
We· came to the end of the en- car. Sal moved ~he car onto the right getting back up. "Nab, he's just
trance .ramp and Sal stopped. "You lane shoulder, dangerously close to covering up the wei spot on the
idiot," ·Sheist barked, "you don't· the concrete divider. "Try that again, floor."
Knowing that every cop in the
stop -on an entrance ramp! Hit the Marine brain, and I'll smear your
face from here to Camden." Sal's state would be looking for the car,
gas and move into traffic."
"But I'm scared," Sal was milking · eyes showed he was deadly serious.
we took side streets back to school. ·
"Ok, ok, just put this thing back . After Sal· stopped the car, he added
Sheist for all he was worth
on the road," Sheist pleaded.
one. more touch pulling Sheist over
"Do it, mister, NOW!"
"Fine. with me," Sal snickered, to the driver's side. "Let's see him try
Sal turned back to me, winked,
and said, "Whatever you say sir." He slicing across to the left lane, inches to explain this one." We both were in
hysterics all the way home.
. gunned it. As . we "am~ up to 55 ~ph, from a tractor-trailer.
· I though that Sheist and Sal had
Mr. Sheist was never to command
. Sheist said, ."Alright Mr.· Polaski,
ease off ·the gas." Sal chuckled, forgotten about me, but then Sheist the same respect, for a man without
buried his foot into the floor and turn with a frightened look in his nuts instills no fear.

·.Psychology Dept. offers variety of services
................,

By ROBERT WILKING

The desire to help and understand
·your fellow man, and at the same
time achieve a solid liberal arts
education are two main reasons why
students choose Phychology as their
inajor. The Psychology Department
. here at Xavier helps its students
' achieve these goals, through its well
.qualified teaching staff and facilities,
and also seeks to help others by
offering services to the Xavier body
in general.

evaluation of this trend is underway
now, and results should be available
in a year.

In order to serve the Xavier Community, the Psychology Department
operates the Counseling Center,
can easily provide individual
references when they request them.
located- at Sycamore House next to
Elet Hall. It is headed by Dr. David
Hellkamp, and served by a well
qualified staff. Services offered are
in the areas of vocational and career
planning, and in personal and psychofogical care. Along with the
faculty staff, ·a consultant psychiatrist is always available. The

Some of the more popular psychology courses are ·Marriage and
the Family, Psychology of Religion,
Social Psyi;hology, and Personality
and Theory. There is also an Undergraduate Practicum available to
seniors which enables them to work
outside the classroom and gain firsthand JCnowledge. · For nonpsychology majors, General Psychology and General Experimental
. At ·the present, the 'Department Psychology• .a science elective, are
I 1
faculty consists of fifteen full-time often taken. There also exists a oneBy SUE. KEANE
professors, of which ail, except one, credit course,_ Improvement of
N•• &18n wrtter
hold doctorate degrees. Four of the Reading and Study Skills, which·
fifteen hold joint appointments, helps students make better use of · Calling it a "labor of love for all in· volved," senior Mike Vilaboy spoke
which involves sharing some of their their study time and skills.
The Department occupies the to the News about Christzen as an
teaching time by working at
Joseph Memorial Center and Elet "alternative news source" within a
Longvit;w State Hospital. There arc
Hall.the later a former Xavier dorm. "Christian-oriented framework."
seven part-time professors. Several
Most offices and lab rooms are The publication was co-founded by
of the professors have had. articles
printed in leading national psy- . in Elet Hall, located on Winding Paul Peterhans and Mike Vilaboy in
Way at Dana Ave. Currently there December of 1976. Working under
. chology publications, thus giving the
are lab facilities for Experimental ihc·motto "we're small but sincere,"
Department a nationwide reputaPsychology, Physiological Psy- Christzen published an issue every
tion.
chology, Testing,·Reading Improve- few weeks dealing with a variety of
Overall, students in psychology
ment, and Statistics. A Neurop- ·topics ranging from theology to ficare C:nthusiastic in their desire to
sychology Laboratory is in the tion to a recipe contest.
learn of human behavior, according
process of opening, while plans for
The . name Christzen signifies
to Dr. Vytautas J. Bieliauskas,
the future include improving the ExChairr,lan of the Department of Psy•
pt;rimental lab and acquiring an
.chology.
animal laboratory.
·
·
For-this scmster there arc around
A recent survey made by the,
86 enrolled in Psychology as unDepartment shows that from the last
three school years, 51 % of its un- dergraduates. and 54 full-time
. dergraduates were accepted i'n · ·graduate· students .. • Bleliauskas
graduate programs in different un- · prides himself on the fact that there
iversities. 71. per cent of its . own is a close relationship between faculgraduate students received accep- ty and · student.s. "We provide
tance into doctorate programs in the counseling services for the students ·
same time period. Bieliauskas noted once a semester. Also, because our
that today there seems to be a trend professors know our students, we
for fewer . undergraduates to go can easily provide .individual
beyond a. bachelor's degree and in- rcforenccs when they request them.
stead opt for· the job market. An We feel we know our majors." • ·

l

1

center's hours are from 9-S Monday
through Friday, and services are free
to full-time undergraduate students.
Other students, faculty, and friends
or relatives pay a fee. Bieliouskas
assures students that what transpires
there is kept in strict confidence bythe staff, and they should not be
afraid to come over if they have personal problems they cannot handle.
Another service offered by the
Department is that of assisting facul- ·
ty· and student organizations in
developing research questionnaires, •

such as the teacher evaluations at the
end of each semester. For students
there is a chapter of Psi Chi, and the
Psychology Club. ·
The Department's influence is ft;.lt
outside campus in the area of student
volunteer work. Many of them offer
their services at such places as
Longview, Brighton Center in Kentucky, and Catherine Booth Home
for Unwed Mothers. Thesedeedsare
provided on the students' own free
time and they receive no course
credit.

b or a· f •oue".
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much of what the ·newspaper is and any donations received. This
about: Christ refers to Christianity year the staff'of Mike Vilaboy, Joan
and Zen refers to an attitude, an out- Geanuracos, Carol McGrath, Jack
look, a way of life. Combine the. two Nieporte, John Reubeush, and Mary
and you have·a publication which Sovik plan to publish Christzen on a
deals with Christianity as a way of monthly basis. They plan to expand
life and growth, rather than a set of · the staff, and increase the scope of
dogmas or beliefs. Christzen deals Chril·tzen,with such features as a
with issues that are relevant to special women's issue, and articles
students practically and spiritually; by faculty members. In this way
yet the emphasis is on the subjective Christzen hopes to be a stimulus to
perspective, the personal response.
thought and growth alT'ong the men
Christzen is not affiliated with any and women of Xavier helping them·
organization on campus. The to deal with their experiences in
publication is financed by its staff terms of their Christianity.

•
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Christzen staff: Joan Geanur•co1, .Mike Yll•boy, M•ry Sovlk and C•rol McGr•th.
Thulldar, October 27, 1177
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